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Abstract. During last years theoretical works shed new light and proposed new hypothesis on
the mechanisms which regulate the time behaviour of biological populations in different natural
systems. Despite of this, a relevant physical and biological issue such as the role of environmental
variables in ecological systems is still an open question. Filling this gap of knowledge is a crucial
task for a deeper comprehension of the dynamics of biological populations in real ecosystems.
The aim of this work is to study how dynamics of food spoilage bacteria influences the
sensory characteristics of fresh fish specimens. This topic is worth of investigation in view of a
better understanding of the role played by the bacterial growth on the organoleptic properties,
and becomes crucial in the context of quality evaluation and risk assessment of food products.
We therefore analyze and reproduce the time behaviour, in fresh fish specimens, of sensory
characteristics starting from the growth curves of two spoilage bacterial communities.
The theoretical study, initially based on a deterministic model, is performed by using the tem-
perature profiles obtained during the experimental analysis. As a first step, a model of predictive
microbiology is used to reproduce the experimental behaviour of the two bacterial populations.
Afterwards, the theoretical bacterial growths are converted, through suitable differential equa-
tions, into “sensory” scores, based on the Quality Index Method (QIM), a scoring system for
freshness and quality sensory estimation of fishery products. As a third step, the theoretical
curves of QIM scores are compared with the experimental data obtained by sensory analysis.
Finally, the differential equations for QIM scores are modified by adding terms of multiplicative
white noise, which mimics the effects of uncertainty and variability in sensory analysis. A better
agreement between experimental and theoretical QIM scores is observed, in some cases, in the
presence of suitable values of noise intensity respect to the deterministic analysis.
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1. Introduction
In this work we review a recent result [35] obtained in the context of predictive microbiology [5, 18, 69]
(a theoretical approach to describe microbial dynamics in food products) and sensory analysis (a tool
which permits to evaluate the food quality through sensory indicators). The previous study, based on a
deterministic model, which allowed to reproduce experimental findings for fresh fish specimens, is deep-
ened by improving fitting procedures and statistical analysis.
We recall here that the general idea of predictive microbiology is to model the dynamics of microbial
populations, in particular bacteria, responsible for food spoilage, taking into account the changes of en-
vironmental variables such as temperature (T), pH, and water activy (aw). Mathematical models can
be therefore very useful for practical applications, since some food products, such as ripened meats and
cheeses, are obtained under a continuous modification of T, pH (hydrogen ion concentration), and rel-
ative humidity (RH). For example, a class of models, devised to reproduce the bacterial dynamics in
food products, exploits generalized Lotka-Volterra equations, which describe the time evolution of two
different microbial populations both in deterministic and stochastic regime [23,32–34].
Predictive models are classified as primary, secondary and tertiary [69]. Primary models provide microbial
dynamics. Secondary models describe the dynamics of environmental variables which appear in primary
models. Finally, tertiary models combine primary and secondary models, allowing to take into account
the effects of environmental variables on the microbial growth [18]. We note that the real bacterial growth
can be overestimated if the competitive natural microflora is not taken into account by these models [5].
It is clear that the growth of spoilage bacteria in a fish product determines a loss of quality, which ap-
pears through a worsening of the sensory characteristics. These are ”measured” by a scoring system for
freshness and quality sensory estimation of fishery products, known as Quality Index Method (QIM) and
initially developed by the Tasmanian Food Research Unit [11].
The QIM scoring allows to assign demerit points to each sensory parameter considered, providing by a
summation of the partial scores an overall sensory score, named Quality Index (QI).
A crucial point is how to relate the sensory characteristics of a fresh fish products to bacterial populations
responsible for fish spoilage. This subject has been widely debated, since the sensory modifications in
fish specimens is due to the growth of spoilage bacteria on skin, gills, and flesh [38,41,45]. These sites, in
fact, are those taken into account by the sensory evaluation schemes such as QIM. However, the bacterial
penetration through the skin can occur very slowly [31]. As a consequence the sensory modifications in a
fresh fish specimens is expected to depend mainly on the spoilage bacteria located on skin and gills.
Because of this, to predict correctly the whole-fish freshness, one should model separately the dynamics
of the specific spoilage bacteria (SSB) on skin, gills, and flesh [35].
Here we analyze the connection between sensory characteristics of fresh fish specimens and two bacterial
populations responsible for fish spoilage. The sensory characteristics are ”measured” by the QIM scoring
system [11].
The analysis consists in a theoretical study, initially based on a set of deterministic differential equations
for bacterial dynamics and QIM scores, which allows: i) to model the experimental behaviour of two SSB
populations, obtained separately on skin, gills and flesh under different storage conditions, i.e. varying the
temperature; ii) to reproduce the QI scores, obtained for Gilthead seabream (Sparus aurata) specimens,
starting from the theoretical bacterial curves obtained at the previous step.
It is important to recall that environmental perturbations can affect significantly the dynamics of real
physical and biological systems [15, 16, 44, 50, 52, 58]. In particular, the interplay between fluctuations
and nonlinearity in physical, biological, and social systems as well as in financial markets can give rise
to counterintuitive phenomena, such as stochastic resonance, noise enhanced stability, resonant activa-
tion, noise delayed extinction, enhanced stochastic temporal and spatio-temporal oscillations, effects of
intrinsic noise, induced chaotic transitions from periodic attractors, and pattern formation [1–3,6–10,12–
14,17,19,20,24–30,36,37,40,42,43,46–48,51,55–57,59–64,66,67]. Variability of environmental parameters,
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such as temperature and food availability, influence the dynamics of real biological systems, favouring
the survivance of some populations and contributing to the extinction of other ones.
Natural systems are open systems, because of their continuous interaction with the environment, which
influences their dynamics by deterministic and random perturbations. Moreover, natural systems are
governed by nonlinear dynamics. These two characteristics, i.e. nonlinearity and external random pertur-
bations, make them complex systems, so that population dynamics, such as spatio-temporal dynamics
of phytoplankton species in a marine ecosystem, has to be studied by stochastic approaches, which take
into account the presence of random fluctuations [21,22,65,68].
As a final step, we take therefore into account the effects of uncertainty and variability in sensory analy-
sis, and modify the differential equation for QI scores by adding terms of multiplicative white noise. The
stochastic model is solved for different values of noise intensities. The QI time behaviours obtained are
compared with the experimental ones by calculating the root mean square error (RMSE). As a result, we
find that some curves of theoretical QI scores, obtained in the presence of suitable noise intensities, are in
a better agreement with those observed experimentally respect to those calculated by the deterministic
model.
2. Experimental data
2.1. Fish specimens and storage conditions
Bacterial concentrations were obtained from Gilthead seabream (300 –500 g) raised in three Italian fish
farms (farm 1, 2, and 3). After death the fish were subdivided in four groups and stored at different
temperatures. Group 1 consisted of 147 fish subdivided in seven batches, each containing twenty-one
specimens. This group was used to carry out seven replicated trials (three trials from farm 1, two from
farm 2, and two from farm 3) in such a way to characterize the variability of the fish shelf life and to
obtain a better parametrization for Eqs. (3.1)-(3.3) with particular regard to coefficients β1 and β2 (see
Section 3).
Group 2 consisted of one batch of twenty-eight fish from farm 1, while Group 3, as well as Group 4,
consisted of one batch of twenty-one fish, always coming from farm 1.
The storing temperature were monitored for all groups. Measures of bacterial concentrations and sensory
evaluations were carried out after 0, 72, 168, 216, 336, 408 and 504 h from the beginning of storage,
by sampling three fish for each time interval. Microbiological assays were performed by sampling, with
sterile instruments, 10 g of dorsal skin, 5 g of gills, and 20 g of dorsal flesh; this last kind of sample was
obtained from the opposite side where skin was sampled, rinsing the skin with 70% ethanol and removing
the flesh aseptically.
2.2. Microbiological analyses and sensory evaluation
Microbiological analyses revealed the presence of two different bacterial populations, i.e. Pseudomonas
spp. and Shewanella spp., recorded as sulphide non-producers (white colonies) and sulphide-producers
(black colonies), respectively.
Sensory evaluation was carried out by using the QIM scheme developed for raw whole Gilthead
seabream [38], considering variables connected with surface and eyes appearance, odour, elasticity of
the muscle and gills, taking into account a maximum of 15 demerit points. The sensory evaluation was
performed by an expert panel of three persons.
3. Deterministic model
The time behaviour of QIM parameters were obtained by modeling separately the dynamics of: i) QIS ,
related to scores for surface/eyes appearance and odour (0–10 demerit points); ii) QIG connected with
gills scores (0–4 demerit points); iii) QIF related to scores assigned to the flesh evaluation (0–1 demerit
points). Our main hypothesis, based on previous studies (see Section 1), is that QIS , QIG and QIF
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depend on the bacterial counts performed on skin, gills and flesh, respectively, according to the following
differential equations [35]
dQIS
dt
=
dNwS
dt
β1S +
dNbS
dt
β2S (3.1)
dQIG
dt
=
dNwG
dt
β1G +
dNbG
dt
β2G (3.2)
dQIF
dt
=
dNwF
dt
β1F +
dNbF
dt
β2F , (3.3)
where Nwi(t) and Nbi(t) (i = S,G, F ) are the concentrations, expressed in Log CFU g
−1, of sulphide
non-producers (white colonies) and sulphide-producers (black colonies) bacteria, respectively, at time t,
on skin (S), gills (G) and flesh (F). Here CFU is an acronym for ”colony forming units”, whose value
provides a measure of bacterial concentration, while β1 and β2 are two coefficients that convert the
bacterial concentrations into demerit points. The bacterial concentrations Nwi(t) and Nbi(t) are modeled
by the following differential equations [4]
dNwi(t)
dt
= µmaxw Nwi(t)
Qwi
1 +Qwi
(
1− Nwi(t)
Nmaxwi (t)
)
(3.4)
dQwi
dt
= µmaxw Qwi (3.5)
dNbi(t)
dt
= µmaxb Nbi(t)
Qbi
1 +Qbi
(
1− Nbi(t)
Nmaxbi
)
(3.6)
dQbi
dt
= µmaxb (t)Qbi, (3.7)
where µmaxw and µ
max
b are the maximum specific growth rates of the white and black population, respec-
tively. Nmaxwi and N
max
bi (i = S,G, F ) are the theoretical maximum population densities of the white and
black population, respectively, on skin, gills and flesh under monospecific growth conditions, that is in
the absence of interspecific interaction. Finally, Qwi and Qbi (i = S,G, F ) are the physiological states
of the white and black population, respectively, on skin, gills and flesh. We note that the physiological
state, which represents the state of bacterial life functions, plays a crucial role in the whole microbial
dynamics, since it measures how efficient the bacterial metabolism is and, as a consequence, determines
the values of growth rate. Specifically, maximum growth rates of Pseudomonas spp. and Shewanella spp.
were calculated according to Refs. [49, 53,54], modified as described below
µmaxw = exp[b0 + b1 T + b2 pH + b3 T pH + b4 T
2 + b5 pH
2] (3.8)
µmaxb = [c0 (T + c1)]
2. (3.9)
Here, the values of the parameters in Eqs. (3.8), (3.9) are b0 = −12.4, b1 = 0.03318, b2 = 2.948013,
b3 = 0.011715, b4 = 0.004123, b5 = −0.25717, and c0 = 0.027, c1 = 2.08, respectively. These parameters
were obtained by fitting data for specific growth under different constant values of temperature and pH.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Bacterial dynamics
As a first step, we solved Eqs. (3.4)-(3.7) by using: i) secondary models given by Eqs. (3.8), (3.9), where
pH is set at a constant value (pH=7.0); ii) initial values, N0wi and N
0
bi, and theoretical maximum pop-
ulation concentrations, Nmaxwi and N
max
bi , obtained by experimental data. Moreover, to fix Q
0
wi and Q
0
bi
(initial values of the physiological states) we used a fitting procedure based on the minimization of the
distance between experimental and theoretical curves for bacterial concentrations, i.e. the minimum of
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the root mean square error (RMSE). By this way, we obtained the theoretical curves for the two bacterial
concentrations in the three different sites (skin, gills, flesh).
We note that this procedure was performed by using separately bacterial concentration data from Group 1,
Group 2, Group 3, and Group 4. As a result, for each site and each population, we obtained one experi-
mental growth curve as an average over the replicated trials carried out in each group, and correspondingly
one theoretical curve (green line), which are shown in Figs. 1-4, together with the profile of temperature
(red line) expressed in ◦C.
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Figure 1. Group 1. Comparison between experimental data (black dots) and theoretical curves
(green line) of bacterial growth: Pseudomonas (white colonies) in panels a (skin), b (gills), c
(flesh); Shewanella (black colonies) in panels d (skin), e (gills), f (flesh). Vertical bars indicate
experimental errors. Red curves represent the temperature profiles.
Here we observe that, in general, the time behaviours of Pseudomonas (white colonies) and Shewanella
(black colonies) are comparable for all groups.
More precisely, the initial concentrations of white and black colonies, on skin and gills, were rather low
(<Log 3 CFU g−1), but the flesh maintained a bacterial load even smaller (<Log 1 CFU g−1) until the
72nd hour.
Moreover, the growth of both bacterial populations on skin and gills was similar in all groups. In
particular, in Groups 2, 3 and 4, the growth was faster, and determined after 168–216 h a con-
centration <Log 8 CFU g−1. Conversely, the bacterial load in the flesh was characterized by values
< Log 4.5 CFU g−1. These results confirm that skin and gills are the sites where the bacterial growth
occurs more quickly [39].
4.2. Prediction of QI values
As a second step, we focused on data from Group 1, by using Eqs. (3.1)-(3.3) to convert theoretical
bacterial concentrations of this group (see green curves in Fig. 1) into QI values. As initial conditions,
QI0S , QI
0
G, and QI
0
F , we used those obtained by sensory analysis.
Moreover, analogously to the procedure adopted to set Q0wi and Q
0
bi, we fixed the values of conversion co-
efficients (β1S = 0.01 ± 0.01, β2S = 1.39 ± 0.01, β1G = 0.01 ± 0.01, β2G = 0.70 ± 0.01, β1F = 0.33 ± 0.01,
β2F = 0.16 ± 0.01) by using a fitting procedure, based on the minimization of the RMSE between ex-
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Figure 2. Group 2. Comparison between experimental data (black dots) and theoretical curves
(green line) of bacterial growth: Pseudomonas (white colonies) in panels a (skin), b (gills), c
(flesh); Shewanella (black colonies) in panels d (skin), e (gills), f (flesh). Vertical bars indicate
experimental errors. Red curves represent the temperature profiles.
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Figure 3. Group 3. Comparison between experimental data (black dots) and theoretical curves
(green line) of bacterial growth: Pseudomonas (white colonies) in panels a (skin), b (gills), c
(flesh); Shewanella (black colonies) in panels d (skin), e (gills), f (flesh). Vertical bars indicate
experimental errors. Red curves represent the temperature profiles.
perimental data and theoretical curves of QIS(t), QIG(t), and QIF (t). By this way, we obtained the
theoretical values of the quality index in the three different sites (skin, gills, flesh). Fig. 5 shows curves
of QIS(t), QIG(t), and QIF (t) obtained by the model (green line), corresponding experimental values
(black dots), and temperature profiles (red line). Specifically, panels a, b, and c display QIs for the three
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Figure 4. Group 4. Comparison between experimental data (black dots) and theoretical curves
(green line) of bacterial growth: Pseudomonas (white colonies) in panels a (skin), b (gills), c
(flesh); Shewanella (black colonies) in panels d (skin), e (gills), f (flesh). Vertical bars indicate
experimental errors. Red curves represent the temperature profiles.
different sites, while panel d refers to the total QI score, defined as summation of the three partial quality
indexes: QI(t)=QIS(t)+QIG(t)+QIF (t).
We recall that this procedure was performed by using uniquely data from Group 1. Accordingly, the
values of β1i, β2i (i = S,G, F ) were obtained by performing the best fitting between predicted and
observed QIs scores only for Group 1. We note also that the observed QIs values used here were obtained
as averages over sensory evaluations performed by three expert persons. As a further step, we intend to
show that the conversion coefficients β1i and β2i, obtained by using uniquely data from Group 1, can be
used also for the other three groups. As a consequence, one should observe a general correspondence,
mathematically expressed by Eqs. (3.1)-(3.3), between bacterial concentrations and predicted QIs. This
correspondence should indicate that the ”conversion” depends mostly on the bacterial species (and
eventually strains), without being influenced by the specific dataset. At this aim, in the following we use
the values of β1i, β2i (i = S,G, F ) calculated from Group 1 to predict QIs scores also for Groups 2, 3, 4.
Results are given in Figs. 6-8, where sensory-analysis data (black dots), corresponding predicted values
(green line), and temperature profiles (red line) are shown.
As one can expect, a good agreement between predicted and observed QIs scores of Group 1 (see
Fig. 5) is found. Moreover, the model is also able to reproduce the time behaviour of quality indexes
for Groups 2, 3, 4, even if the agreement between predicted and observed QIs scores is less good (see
Figs. 6-8). This can be explained by noting that in all groups the theoretical bacterial growth was
analyzed by assuming the presence of two populations, i.e. Shewanella and Pseudomonas. However,
discrepancies in the composition of bacterial flora (both at level of species and strains) among the four
groups can be present, and determine for Groups 2, 3, 4 experimental QI curves different from those
predicted by using the ”conversion” coefficients obtained from the data of Group 1.
To conclude this section, we recall that this procedure was adopted to verify whether, at least for a
given fish species, a unique correspondence, through the conversion coefficients β1i, β2i, exists between
spoilage bacteria concentrations and QIs scores. The results obtained seem to confirm this hypothesis,
while indicating the presence of a behaviour qualitatively similar between predicted values and observed
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Figure 5. Group 1. Comparison between observed (black dots) and predicted (green line) qual-
ity indexes: a) skin; b) gills; c) flesh. Panel d shows the total QI (summation of the scores
obtained in the three sites). Vertical bars indicate experimental errors. Theoretical curves were
calculated by Eqs. (3.1)-(3.3), setting β1S = 0.01 ± 0.01, β2S = 1.39 ± 0.01, β1G = 0.01 ± 0.01,
β2G = 0.70 ± 0.01, β1F = 0.33 ± 0.01, β2F = 0.16 ± 0.01. These values were determined by a
fitting procedure (minimization of the RMSE between sensory data and corresponding theoretical
values). Red curves represent the temperature profiles.
QIs scores also for Groups 2, 3, and 4.
5. Stochastic model
In this paragraph we analyze how random perturbations can affect the sensory evaluation performed by
a panel of expert persons. As a starting point we consider the discrepancies between predicted values
and observed QIs scores of Groups 2, 3, and 4 (see Figs. 6-8), and interpret them as a consequence
of the uncertainty and variability, which can be present in sensory analysis. In fact, the results of a
sensory evaluation depend also on the abilities of the expert persons that perform the analysis. Their
skills can vary, in an unpredictable way, among different persons. Moreover, the same expert can evaluate
differently the same fish sample, depending on the momentaneous conditions of his/her sensory abilities
such as precision and reliability in evaluating surface and eyes appearance, odour, elasticity of muscle
and gills. To take into account these ”sources” of uncertainty and variability we modify our model by
inserting terms of multiplicative noise in Eqs. (3.1)-(3.3). As a result, we obtain the following stochastic
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Figure 6. Group 2. Comparison between observed (black dots) and predicted (green line) quality
indexes for: a) skin; b) gills; c) flesh. Panel d shows the total QI (summation of the scores
obtained in the three sites). Vertical bars indicate experimental errors. Theoretical curves were
calculated from Eqs. (3.1)-(3.3), by using the same values of β1i and β2i (i = S,G, F ) as in
Fig. 5. Red curves represent the temperature profiles.
differential equations
dQIS
dt
=
dNwS
dt
β1S +
dNbS
dt
β2S +QIS ξS (5.1)
dQIG
dt
=
dNwG
dt
β1G +
dNbG
dt
β2G +QIG ξG (5.2)
dQIF
dt
=
dNwF
dt
β1F +
dNbF
dt
β2F +QIF ξF , (5.3)
where ξi(t) are statistically independent Gaussian white noises with zero mean and correlation function
〈ξi(t)ξj(t′)〉 = σiδ(t− t′)δij (i, j = S,G, F ).
5.1. Prediction of QIs values based on stochastic model
According to the deterministic study, the bacterial growth curves previously obtained (green lines in
Figs. 1-4) are used in Eqs. (5.1)-(5.3), which are integrated numerically.
It is important to note that the use of a random function, i.e. noise source, to simulate the time behaviour
of the system, makes the single realization unpredictable and unique, and therefore nonrepresentative of
the real dynamics. As a consequence, one possible choice to describe correctly the time evolution of the
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Figure 7. Group 3. Comparison between observed (black dots) and predicted (green line) quality
indexes for: a) skin; b) gills; c) flesh. Panel d shows the total QI (summation of the scores
obtained in the three sites). Vertical bars indicate experimental errors. Theoretical curves were
calculated from Eqs. (3.1)-(3.3), by using the same values of β1i and β2i (i = S,G, F ) as in
Fig. 5. Red curves represent the temperature profiles.
system is to calculate the average of several realizations. This procedure, indeed, allows to take into
account different trajectories obtained by the integration of the stochastic equations, without focusing on
a specific realization [21]. Thus, the time behaviours of QIs is reproduced for different values of the three
noise intensities (σS , σG, σF ) by averaging over 1000 numerical realizations [22,33]. For each group, the
values of QIs predicted by the stochastic model are quantitatively compared with the observed QIs scores
by using a minimization procedure based on the RMSE. Here we intend to focus on the predicted QIs
characterized by a minimum of RMSE (best agreement with observed QIs). Therefore, as a preliminary
analysis, in each site we obtain separately the theoretical QIs, while determining the noise intensity for
which the RMSE is minimum. On the other side, it is reasonable to assume that, in each group, all
three sites are subject to the same noise intensity. Therefore the total QI, including that corresponding
to the minimum RMSE (best agreement), is calculated by setting the noise intensity to the same value
in all three sites (σS = σG = σF ). The results are given in Table 1. Here, for all groups, the noise
intensity for which RMSE takes on the lowest value in each site is highlighted in green. The statistical
analysis performed for Groups 1, 2, and 4 indicates that in most cases the agreement between predicted
and observed partial QIs is better for noise intensities different from zero, that is when the stochastic
approach is used.
Conversely, for Group 3 the RMSE becomes minimum for zero noise intensity on skin and flesh, and for
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Figure 8. Group 4. Comparison between observed (black dots) and predicted (green line) quality
indexes for: a) skin; b) gills; c) flesh. Panel d shows the total QI (summation of the scores
obtained in the three sites). Vertical bars indicate experimental errors. Theoretical curves were
calculated from Eqs. (3.1)-(3.3), by using the same values of β1i and β2i (i = S,G, F ) as in
Fig. 5. Red curves represent the temperature profiles.
Group 1
Noise intensity RMSE - QI SKIN RMSE - QI GILLS RMSE - QI FLESH RMSE - QI TOTAL
0 0.541002 0.173015 0.067585 0.739064
0.000001 0.540118 0.172729 0.067589 0.737922
0.000002 0.539744 0.172725 0.067617 0.737775
0.000005 0.539014 0.173469 0.067709 0.738653
0.00001 0.538776 0.175208 0.06785 0.741245
0.00005 0.556157 0.188477 0.068798 0.774932
0.0001 0.577142 0.200374 0.06979 0.809138
0.001 0.753151 0.291912 0.08038 1.091611
0.01 1.298218 0.549239 0.118442 1.94918
0.1 2.05834 0.887655 0.168592 3.111489
Group 3
Noise intensity RMSE - QI SKIN RMSE - QI GILLS RMSE - QI FLESH RMSE - QI TOTAL
0 1.214982 0.116786 0.432247 1.141956
0.000001 1.215018 0.116721 0.432258 1.142345
0.000002 1.215036 0.116694 0.432262 1.142512
0.000005 1.215079 0.11664 0.432271 1.142854
0.00001 1.215136 0.116579 0.432282 1.143285
0.00002 1.215531 0.116491 0.432296 1.144593
0.00005 1.22033 0.116386 0.432329 1.155167
0.0001 1.229694 0.117454 0.432379 1.180098
0.001 1.356704 0.181364 0.433481 1.459041
0.01 1.982934 0.476914 0.445529 2.422312
0.1 3.028511 0.897919 0.478072 3.900686
Group 2
Noise intensity RMSE - QI SKIN RMSE - QI GILLS RMSE - QI FLESH RMSE - QI TOTAL
0 0.699217 0.643907 0.179713 1.118177
0.000001 0.699191 0.643888 0.179703 1.118135
0.00001 0.698936 0.643845 0.179682 1.117855
0.0001 0.666255 0.641304 0.179613 1.085707
0.0005 0.561648 0.612475 0.179528 0.961023
0.001 0.506358 0.583054 0.179712 0.880595
0.002 0.492968 0.549485 0.180646 0.844886
0.005 0.702034 0.512196 0.184329 1.05597
0.01 0.982917 0.520299 0.19113 1.424059
0.1 2.038678 0.77437 0.242373 2.948943
Group 4
Noise intensity RMSE - QI SKIN RMSE - QI GILLS RMSE - QI FLESH RMSE - QI TOTAL
0 0.902565 0.480286 0.196954 1.51523
0.000001 0.902511 0.480244 0.196933 1.515293
0.000002 0.902494 0.480226 0.196924 1.515322
0.000005 0.902558 0.480189 0.196907 1.515435
0.00001 0.903758 0.480146 0.196887 1.516233
0.0001 0.924738 0.479781 0.196737 1.527275
0.001 1.236484 0.478791 0.196347 1.716049
0.002 1.431365 0.483088 0.196727 1.869128
0.005 1.726684 0.496532 0.200325 2.131718
0.01 2.032876 0.534826 0.209121 2.451292
0.1 2.993748 0.935272 0.272897 3.789347Table 1. Root mean square error between observed QIs scores and predicted values, calculated
for different noise intensities, σS, σG, σF .
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Figure 9. Group 1. Comparison between observed (black dots) and predicted by stochastic
model (green line) quality indexes: a) skin (σS = 10
−5); b) gills (σG = 2 · 10−6); c) flesh
(σF = 0). Panel d shows the total QI (σS = σG = σF = 2 · 10−6). Vertical bars indicate
experimental errors. Theoretical curves were calculated from Eqs. (5.1)-(5.3), by using the same
values of β1i and β2i (i = S,G, F ) as in Fig. 5. Red curves represent the temperature profiles.
σG = 5 · 10−5 in gills.
Finally we note that for Groups 3 and 4 the minimum RMSE for the total QI is obtained when all three
noise intensities are zero, that is in deterministic regime. This indicates that in the system analyzed the
fluctuations connected with the uncertainty and variability of the sensory analysis affect weakly the QI
evaluation.
The results of this section confirm that random perturbations influence in most case the QIs scores,
and play therefore a non-negligible role in sensory analysis. These fluctuations can be interpreted as a
consequence of uncertainty and variability in sensory analysis.
Figs. 9-12 show, for each group and site, the partial and total predicted QIs (green curves) for which
the RMSE takes on the minimum value. As usual, black dots and red lines indicate observed QIs and
temperature profiles, respectively. Note that curves obtained for zero noise intensity are those calculated
by the deterministic model.
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Figure 10. Group 2. Comparison between observed (black dots) and predicted by stochastic
model (green line) quality indexes: a) skin (σS = 2 · 10−3); b) gills (σG = 5 · 10−3); c) flesh
(σF = 5 · 10−4). Panel d shows the total QI (σS = σG = σF = 2 · 10−3). Vertical bars indicate
experimental errors. Theoretical curves were calculated from Eqs. (5.1)-(5.3), by using the same
values of β1i and β2i (i = S,G, F ) as in Fig. 5. Red curves represent the temperature profiles.
6. Conclusions
In this paper we studied a model which allows to reproduce the dynamics of two bacteria populations,
Pseudomonas spp. and Shewanella spp., responsible for food spoilage. Specifically, we studied the dy-
namics of the two populations in specimens of Gilthead seabream (Sparus aurata), subdivided in four
groups, by using a model based on two logistic equations, and analyzing separately the bacterial growths
on skin, gills, and flesh.
By a fitting procedure we obtained theoretical growth curves for bacterial concentrations in a very
good agreement with experimental data. As known, spoilage bacteria are responsible for loss of quality
and freshness in fish products. Therefore we used theoretical growth curves for bacterial concentrations
to predict the time behaviour of some sensory characteristics of the fish food analyzed. At this aim, we
took into account the Quality Index Method (QIM), a scoring system for freshness and quality sensory
estimation of fishery products, initially developed by the Tasmanian Food Research Unit [11]. The QIM
scoring allows to assign demerit points to each sensory parameter considered, providing, by a summation
of the partial scores, an overall sensory score named Quality Index (QI).
To analyze the connection between the sensory characteristics of fresh fish specimens and the two bacterial
concentrations, we reproduced the QI scores observed in sensory analysis, by a set of differential equations,
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Figure 11. Group 3. Comparison between observed (black dots) and predicted by stochastic
model (green line) quality indexes: a) skin (σS = 0); b) gills (σG = 5 · 10−5); c) flesh (σF = 0).
Panel d shows the total QI. (σS = σG = σF = 0). Vertical bars indicate experimental errors.
Theoretical curves were calculated from Eqs. (5.1)-(5.3), by using the same values of β1i and
β2i (i = S,G, F ) as in Fig. 5. Red curves represent the temperature profiles.
which allow to ”translate” the bacterial concentrations into QI scores. The investigation was carried out
separately on skin, gills and flesh, obtaining a QI score for each site. In particular, we compared observed
and predicted QIs. As a result, depending on the group of specimens considered and sites analyzed (skin,
gills, or flesh), we found: i) a good agreement in all sites of Group 1, in flesh of Group 2, on gills of
Group 3, in flesh and gills of Group 4; ii) a less good agreement in the other cases.
Finally, we took into account the effects of random fluctuations. Specifically, we considered uncertainty
and variability in sensory analysis, by modeling them as effects of random fluctuations. Therefore, we
modified the differential equations for QI scores by adding terms of multiplicative white Gaussian noise.
By solving the equations of the stochastic model for different values of noise intensity, we obtained
different QI curves. These were quantitatively compared with the experimental findings, coming from
sensory analysis, by using the root mean square error test. We found that, for some groups of specimens
considered and some sites analyzed (skin, gills, or flesh), theoretical QI scores obtained in the presence
of suitable noise intensities are in a better agreement with those observed experimentally with respect to
those calculated by the deterministic model.
Finally we note that our study could play a key role in view of using microbial predictive models not
only for a food risk assessment, but also to develop a protocol which provides a quantitative estimation of
the organoleptic properties of food products. Such a procedure, used together with experimental analyses
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Figure 12. Group 4. Comparison between observed (black dots)and predicted by stochastic
model (green line) quality indexes: a) skin (σS = 2 · 10−6); b) gills (σG = 10−3); c) flesh (σF =
10−3). Panel d shows the total QI (σS = σG = σF = 0). Vertical bars indicate experimental
errors. Theoretical curves were calculated from Eqs. (5.1)-(5.3), by using the same values of β1i
and β2i (i = S,G, F ) as in Fig. 5. Red curves represent the temperature profiles.
performed by ”electronic noses”, could permit to get a more trustable evaluation of the quality index, while
contributing to make more precise the prediction of the changes occurring in the organoleptic properties.
This aspect agrees to the new European approach to food quality assessment and management.
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